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The Z-G4ASSY/01KIT includes an ember orange LED, flicker effect controller and battery 
pack for flame effect applications.The kit is ideal for props, theatrical scenery, faux flame, 
glowing coal baskets and other specialty lighting projects. Cabling is included to allow for quick
“swap” together connections.

This kit provides one dynamic flame ember orange LED unit and the flickering rate can be 
altered with the included controller. Multiple kits can be used for an increased dynamic fire 
effect and/or for higher light output. If large numbers of LEDs are to be used or if a more 
permanent operation is required a 12V power supply with a 2.1 x 5.5 mm barrel connector can be 
used in place of the battery pack. 

PRODUCT
SUMMARY

Z-G4ASSY/01KIT

Included Accessories
Z-G4ASSY/01  - Orange Ember LED with Socket
ZCTR-10 - Flicker effect controller
ZPH-01 -Battery holder - 8 AA for 12 Volt DC Operation)

Z-G4ASSY/01 kit

APPLICATION SHEET

ember orange flicker led

APPLICATIONS

FIRE EFFECT EMBER ORANGE FLAME SIMULATION 
LED LIGHT KIT WITH FLICKER CONTROL
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Coal basket props
Cowboy cauldron fire pit props

Blacksmith coal forge stage props
s

Amuseument show projects
s

wing coal and wood ember fire simulation
s
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The flicker effects controller, or flicker generator, can be set to six different dynamic modes. 
Each of these modes has a different flicker pattern. The controller can also set the flicker rate 
in 10 different modes.  When set at a slow rate,  the effect produced is reminiscent of soft 
and glowing coal or embers. When set at a rapid rate, the effect is simulated fire. The 
controller also has one static dimming mode.

USING THE
KIT

Z-G4ASSY/01 kit
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TECH TIPS

The LIGHT BUTTON is used to set the control to static dimming mode while in any dynamic 
mode.  Pressing the mode button starts the dynamic mode again. 

The SPEED (ON/OFF) BUTTON provides ten speed levels for dynamic modes. In the static 
dimming mode this button provides dimming in 12 steps ranging 10% - 95%. This button is  
also used to turn the unit OFF (and ON?) when held longer than 3 seconds.

The MODE BUTTON provides six dynamic effects and the static dimming mode.  See chart 
below for the available modes.

CONTROL 
BUTTON 

FUNCTIONS

The ember orange light is an LED bulb 1.125” tall x 0.5” diameter that uses a total of 24 LED 
with additive color mixing of 12 yellow and 12 red LEDs for a polycromatic output with a 
dominant wavelength of 605nm.  Operating time from 8 AA cell batteries can be expected to 
be greater than 12 hours. The overall length of the bulb cable socket control and battery 
holder assembly is about 36 inches.

not directly viewed.  The use of a clear medium such as rubber prop glass, colored gel 
sheeting or cast translucent resin will assist in diffusing the light for your desired effect.  For 
fill light in an application such as a faux fireplace the use of a white reflector helps blend the 
mix of yellow & red for a softer effect.  In an application where you want a stronger projection, 
such as in a flame simulation, the use of a shiny and smooth or silver 
reflector will be beneficial. 


